
There Must Be More To Life Than This
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G             Ami7              Hmi  H7
There must be more to life than this,
C             D7                G  G6  G7
There must be more to life than this
C         D7        G             Emi
How do we cope in a world without love
Ami                                 F               D/F#
Mending all those broken hearts and tending to those crying faces

G             Ami7              Hmi  H7
There must be more to life than living,
C             Ami7                G  G6  G7
There must be more than meets the eye
C             D7        G                Emi
Why should it be just a case of black or white
Ami                       D7/F# G
There must be more to life than this

Hmi                           D7
Why is this world so full of hate, people dying everywhere
G       G/A Hmi             D6
And we destroy what we create , people fighting for their human right
s
Ami7                        F        D7
But we just go on saying ces la vie, so this is life.

G             Ami7              Hmi  H7
There must be more to life than killing
C             Ami7  G  G6  G7
A better way for us to survive
C             D7        G                Emi
What good is life, if in the end we all must die
Ami                       D7/F# G
There must be more to life than this

C  Dmi7  Emi  E7  F  G  C  F  G  Ami7  F  D7

G             Ami7              Hmi  H7
There must be more to life than this
C             Ami7                G  G6  G7
There must be more to life than this
C             D7        G                Emi
I live in hope for a world filled with love
Ami                       D7/F# G
Then we can all just life in peace

                       Ami                Cmi
There must be more to life, much more to life
Es           C                  G
here must be more to life, more to life than this
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